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LESSON OBJECTIVES                                                     
STUDENTS WILL:
     - Understand the basic use of the FT EDM
     - Understand the concept of spatial measurement
     - Understand the basics of controlled flight and aerodynamics
     - Understand the basics of a micro aircraft construction and flight

EQUIPMENT
Besides the pizza box, you will need 

the following to complete 
this lesson;

Motor, ESC, Connectors
Transmitter and Receiver

Battery, 2 Servos, and prop.
Building Supplies

SAFETY
IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

This lesson requires the use of a hot 
glue gun, xacto cutting, and powered 

remote control flight. Please 
implement the appropriate safety 

precautions when building and flying 
the aircraft..

THE CHALLENGE
Utilizing the FT Engineering and 

Design Model, students will 
Research, Design, Create, and Test 
a remote controlled aircraft made 

completely out of ONE standard size 
pizza chain to go box powered by 

the FT Power Pack H or equivalent. 

pizza box chal
lenge

https://www.ftstem.com/
https://www.flitetest.com/
https://www.ftstem.com/
https://store.flitetest.com/rs1106-4500kv-micro-brushless-motor/
https://store.flitetest.com/lumenier-30-amp-bl-heli-esc-w-5v-1a-bec/
https://store.flitetest.com/jst-female-connector-lead-5-pack/
https://store.flitetest.com/dx6e-6-channel-dsmx-transmitter-with-ar610-receiver/
https://store.flitetest.com/hyperion-450mah-3s-50c-lipo-battery/
https://store.flitetest.com/es9051-4-3g-plastics-digital-servo/
https://store.flitetest.com/gemfan-pc-3035-3-blade-3-hole-2cw-2ccw/
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WORKING THROUGH THE FT-EDM
The FT-EDM is designed to guide the students though the process of creating a solution. The student has free move-
ment within the FT-EDM in order to achieve the best results. The following lesson will guide the student through the 
meshing of both the Middle and High School Flite Test engineering and design models whether this is their first time or 
not. For students and teachers that are enrolled in FT STEM, please utilize the on-line student design brief to formally 
document their process.

RESEARCH     In this stage, the student identifies a design need, compares existing solutions while conducting research on  
alternative solutions, generates design and specifications, and develops a plan based on initial research. The research
can be student-led or guided to help this stage.

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM
It is important to first identify what it is that you are trying to solve, see example of assigned problem below;

“Create a functioning remote controlled aircraft made completely out of ONE standard size 
pizza chain to go box powered by the FT Power Pack H or equivalent.“

EXISTING/SIMILAR SOLUTIONS
To begin research for your possible pizza box design solution, utilizing as many on-line resources available, look for 
examples of a design that has already been created and tested.  By researching these examples you can gain a better 
understanding of a possible solution into a redesign or an original creation. Other possible research items may include; 
scratch build aircraft design, types of airfoils, aircraft types, etc.  

ACTIVITY 
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Existing Design!

https://www.ftstem.com/sign-up
https://www.flitetest.com/
https://youtu.be/hTYuj7hzKeI
https://youtu.be/hTYuj7hzKeI


DESIGN     After researching the necessary information to find a possible solution, students need to develop the design 
around a list of specifications to follow. They need to communicate their understanding of the problem by creating a 
series of sketches, drawings or physical models. See attached CAD drawing for additional reference. After analyzing all 
possible solutions, the student chooses one to justify and proceed to development.

PIZZA BOX CHALLENGE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

One standard pizza box medium sized or larger

FT Micro Motor & ESC

Common Pizza DIY Build Materials may include;

• Pop bottles and caps
• Plates and plastic utensils

ACTIVITY 

DESIGN PLAN
Remember you have only one box to make this right, so having a 
well thought-out design plan is key to the success of your pizza box 
aircraft solution.  Think about the following;

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED

STEP BY STEP PROCEDURES

TIME MANAGEMENT

SAFETY PROTOCOLS
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Design Drawings...

Design Models...

https://www.flitetest.com/


ACTIVITY 
CREATE      With a design chosen, the student now creates the solution using appropriate technology and strategies 

while following the developed design. It is important for the student to constantly reflect on the progress of their
solution and to follow their Design Plan.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE
This activity requires the use of a hot glue gun, xacto cutting, and 
bench testing powered remote control equipment.  Please 
implement the appropriate safety precautions when building.

BUILD VIDEO RESOURCE
Please use the following pizza box build tutorial when creating your solution. 

If you need to jump to a specific element of your build, see thumbnails below.

BASIC BUILD ELECTRONICS FLIGHT CONTROLS
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https://www.flitetest.com/
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4?t=48s
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4?t=4m30s
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4?t=7m4s
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4?t=48s
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4?t=4m30s
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4?t=7m4s
https://youtu.be/XTzgvpxa0Y4


ACTIVITY 
TEST       The final stage of producing a solution: putting the solution through a series of designed or assigned tests. 

The students will compare their solutions to others and suggest ways of improving their solutions while discussing the 
impact or takeaway from the project.

    
IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE
This lesson requires the use of powered remote control flight.   
Please implement the appropriate safety precautions when flying 
the aircraft.

www.ftstem.com

SHARE YOUR PIZZA BOX DESIGN SOLUTION 
We would love to see pictures and videos of your pizza box design solutions, please share them with 

us by #ftpizzachallenge or email at support@ftstem.com 

WANT MORE FT STEM? ENROLL TODAY!
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https://www.facebook.com/ftstem
https://www.youtube.com/user/flitetest/featured
https://www.instagram.com/flitetest/
https://www.ftstem.com/
https://www.ftstem.com/
http://support@ftstem.com
https://www.ftstem.com/sign-up

